
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

MEXICO CITY CELEBRATES A HUNDRED YEARS OF 

MEXICO´S CONSTITUTION WITH A NEW CONSTITUTION  

 

 

13 february 2017 

 

Why was a new Constitution created? Mexico City, previously called Federal District, 

was governed by a Government Statute, which was approved by the National Congress, the 

only body empowered to modify it. This implied an influence of the federal powers over the 

decisions taken in the previously called Federal District. On January 29th 2016 a political 

reform was approved, this turned the Federal District into Mexico City, and gave it in 

consequence constitutional autonomy.  

 

Who elaborated the Constitution for Mexico City? The current Chief of Government 

of Mexico City presented a Constitutional Project to the Constituent Assembly. For the 

elaboration of the constitution, a team of specialists, academics and representatives of the 

civil society was formed with the purpose of creating a democratic and plural forum where 

citizen participation was allowed. In addition, a platform was used in order to allow any 

person to contribute with ideas and proposals for the Constitution’s elaboration.  

 

Who approved Mexico City’s Constitution? The Constituent Assembly for Mexico City 

was the body commissioned to receive, evaluate, fix, and approve the Constitutional Project 

presented by the Chief of Government and his team. The Assembly was created by a Political 

Reform Decree, published on January 29th 2015 on the Federation’s Official Diary.  

This Assembly was formed by sixty deputies chosen by popular voting, fourteen senators 

elected by the Senate, fourteen federal deputies, six deputies chosen by the President of the 

Republic and six deputies chosen by Mexico City’s Chief of Government. This was the body 

empowered to approve the Constitution.  

 

What changes will Mexico City’s Constitution will cause? The primary changes by 

the creation of this new Constitution are: (i) the disappearance of the Federal District and 

the creation of Mexico City; (ii) Mexico City will turn into the 32nd entity of the Republic; 

(iii) there will be a new territory division governed by mayors; (iv) the Chief of Police and 

the Justice Attorney will be designated by the Chief of Government; (v) Mexico City will 

manage federal resources assigned, except the ones designated to education and health; (vi) 

the Legislative Assembly will turn into a Local Congress.  
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